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DE MENTES

En tiempos de crisis colectiva, el arte deja
de ser amable y se vuelve hiriente, terrible,
poco apto para el ornato en su acepción
tradicional. En tales casos, gracias a la
fuerza de sus contenidos, el válido recurso
de perturbar los ojos pone en alerta al intelecto. La nueva situación que se plantea
prueba entonces que sin arte, poniendo
aparte los aspectos puramente animales
relacionados con la aventura de nacer,
crecer, reproducirnos y morir, la vida humana carecería de incentivos. Y es que,
mientras la vida transcurre, ¿el crecer y el
reproducirnos no son actividades punteadas de perturbadores incidentes? Obsérvese que en general esos incidentes están
ligados a la lucha por
conservar o extender los territorios que ya
se poseen.
Hablo de los territorios privados (la sexualidad, la familia, la integridad personal, la moral), pero también de los colectivos (el espacio ocupado, la sociedad, la
economía, la política). Según el resultado

que arroje, cada incidente puede significar
un triunfo o una derrota, lo cual, de una u
otra manera, genera algún tipo de crisis.
América Latina es un continente en crisis
permanete. Las bonanzas que para su fortuna han experimentado ciertas provincias y aun países no han sido autosostenibles y armónicas, razón por la cual han
desembocado en conflictos políticos y
enormes desequilibrios sociales. El resultado es una larga historia de democracias
operativamente imperfectas, corrupción
sin límites, opresión, resentimientos, guerras declaradas y no declaradas, dictaduras que finalmente no conducen a nada
fuera de satisfacer el ego del hombre fuerte de turno y de su camarilla de áulicos.
Rafael Gómezbarros es colombiano, o
sea que ha estado trabajando en un país
estremecido por la violencia política más
perniciosa de todo el continente. Por invitación de César Segnini expone ahora en
Caracas, o sea que le revela su obra al pú-

blico de un país escindido por uno de los
desgarramientos políticos más profundos
de este mismo continente. La presencia
del aún joven artista puede poner a prueba el sentido que ciertas personas suelen
tener del arte, sobre todo de los que prefieren abordarlo en términos de objetos más
o menos armónicos y más o menos bellos,
concebidos para halagar la vista y generar pensamientos más o menos felices, al
margen de inquietudes y preocupaciones
más o menos hondas.
Gómezbarros la pone a prueba porque
su obra es terrible, basada como está en
los abismos oscuros y profundos que los
humanos solemos cavar bajo nuestros
propios pies. Advirtamos entonces que el
contenido de estas obras es moral, no moralista, y que su materia prima viene de las
canteras que han explorado el Juan Evangelista del Apocalipsis, el Dante de “Inferno”, El Bosco, Goya, Kafka, José Clemente
Orozco, Samuel Becket, José Luis Cuevas,
el Jacobo Borges de los años sesenta.
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At times of collective crises, art ceases to be pleasant and turns offensive,
horrendous, not very befitting as ornament in the traditional sense of the
word. In these cases, the valid recourse
of perturbing the eyes serves, thanks
to the force of its contents, to alert the
intellect. The new situation that results
thus proves that without art—setting
aside purely bodily aspects related to
the adventure of being born, growing
up, reproducing and dying—human
life would be meaningless. And it is just
that, in the course of life, are not the
activities of growing up and reproducing ones that are interspersed with
disturbing incidents? Note that, in general, those incidences are linked to the
struggle of preserving or extending territories already in possession. I am referring to private territories (sexuality,
family, personal integrity, morals), but
also to collective territories (the space
occupied, society, the economy, politics). Depending on the results that are
obtained, each incident may represent
a triumph or a defeat that generates,
one way or another, some sort of crisis.

Rafael Gómezbarros is Colombian—
in other words, he has been carrying
out his work in a country shaken by
the most pernicious political violence
ever seen in the entire continent. At the
invitation of César Segnini, he is exhibiting his work in Caracas, meaning
that he is uncovering his work to the
public of a country divided by the most
profound of political rifts in the continent. The presence of the still young
artist may put to the test the notion that
some people tend to have about art, especially those who prefer to approach
it in terms of objects that are more or
less harmonious or more or less beautiful conceived to flatter the gaze or to
generate more or less happy thoughts,
apart from preoccupations and concerns that may be more or less profound.

Gómezbarros puts this notion to the
test because his body of work is terrifying, based as it is on dark and deep
abysses which we humans tend to excavate under us. Let us understand, then,
that the content of these works is moral,
not moralistic, and that the raw material in it comes from quarries that have
Latin America is a continent in perma- been explored by the Juan Evangelista
nent crisis. The bonanza—luckily for of Apocalipsis, the Dante of “Inferno,”
them—that some of the provinces, and El Bosco, Goya, Kafka, José Clemente
even some of the countries, have ex- Orozco, Samuel Becket, José Luis Cueperienced has not been self-sustaining vas, the Jacobo Borges of the 70s.
and harmonious, the reason why they
have ended up rife with political con- What I attempt to suggest here is a
flicts and enormous social inequalities. yardstick that would serve to measure
The result has been a long history of the spirit of the Gómezbarros paintings
functionally imperfect democracies, and installations that are now being exunlimited corruption, oppression, re- hibited, so different from the yardstick
sentments, declared and undeclared that we would need and apply with
wars, dictatorships—which in the end complete confidence to other types
are not conducive to anything except of works. “Art must not be the result
satisfying the ego of the strongman of of an idea, but rather a generator of
the moment and of his court of cronies. ideas,” wrote the artist on the Carbono
14 catalog of the 2006 exhibition held

at La Cometa Gallery of Bogotá. Thus
it must be, he continued to reflect, “although, deep down” art always may e
tail an idea. These are words that invigorate the task of identifying the content found in his works, allowing us to
reflect freely when we confront them.
What, then, are they telling us? Why do
they say it? How do they say it?
This exhibition is composed of three
very different series, carried out in the
following order: Urnas, Sonajeros and
Carbono 14. The first one is composed
solely of drawings and paintings; the
other two are three-dimensional and
shaped from modules which the artist
arranges to create suggestive installations. We are talking about series that
are easily identifiable and distinguishable and which, in spite of the remarkable differences between them, may be
linked together for what they express:
the desolation and uncertainty that we
all experience in front of events that we
deem incomprehensible.
Lack of understanding is in itself an indicator of crisis. In the aforementioned
text, Gómezbarros specifically speaks
of “images that allude to a collective
crisis,” a sign of a preoccupation so
profound that it culminates in the following question, which he himself poses: “Destruction, or cultural change?”
The question is not answered textually
for we are not in front of a writer; however, his statement a few lines later is very
revealing: “I paint what gives me pain,
what makes me laugh and dream.” He
paints, yes, while at the same time he
does installations. But in an exhibition
as somber as this one is, so filled with
pain, are there any elements of laughter
or dreams? In order to find out, let us
analyze the series being exhibited.

URNAS
The strokes, the dense colors and the
varied textures make each of the works in this series an example of good art.
There is firmness, confidence and clarity of intention. If we stopped for a moment to appreciate the Urnas drawings
(as well as those in Sonajeros) we would
see that theirs is a refined, even elegant,
line. The color planes are subtle to the
point of being even transparent. To talk
about refinement and elegance—when
aesthetics has ceased to be a consecrating value—may seem inappropriate,
but it serves in discovering that behind
the violence and horror of the subject
matter there is a sensibility that resonates with humaneness.
If we abide by their title, these works
represent container vessels. Their color lets us know that we are looking
at ceramic vessels; their form shows
us we are looking at globular vessels.
But the outline is characteristic of the
9 human cranial box. By association,
we may conclude that the forms that
Gómezbarros paints and draws evoke
pre- Colombian funeral vessels utilized in second degree burials— in other
words, he is reminding us of the most
respect-inspiring of rites: that of death.
However, with a tense and synthetic artistic style that he repeats and repeats
without marked variations, the painter
creates an emblem that situates us in
front of the pain and sorrow aroused by
a certain type of death: violent death. It
so happens that as we run our eyes over
the pictorial surface and we take in the
vast play of hues and textures, subtle at
times, abrupt at times, unsettling details appear here and there. They suggest
fissures, crevices, broken pieces. A first
look suggests that thepainter is pro-

posing to us a formal game, based on
purely artistic reasons. A second look
makes us think that they are caused by
fractures present in the ceramic, common to objects that are centuries old
and have remained buried since they
were molded by the hand of man. A
third look reveals to us that they are recently disinterred bone fractures of human remains. Such are the alternatives
that the artist proposes. It is up to us to
determine which of the three options
we will choose, and how we will eventually want to synthesize or summarize
them to save them into memory.

ving us enveloped by a cooing sound of
sorts. A contradictory, harrowing and
profound sensation overcomes us. The
baby’s rattle is life, the skull is death.
Placed together, they situate us before
the unforgiving life/death cycle.
Except that Gómezbarros’ world is a
bitter denunciation of the violence that
we humans exert daily. Wars kill and
displace entire populations. The lulling murmur of the rattle evokes the
historic lull manifested in our irrepressible aggressiveness. Like the conflict
that usually precedes it, war is a cyclic
game encouraged by those who hope
to conquer new territories (private or
collective, it makes no difference). The
destruction and annihilation that are
brought about do not matter much,
wherefore it suggests that it is time to
realize that war attracts, bewitches, seduces and makes us lose our head with
its strange charms. I already mentioned
at the start that we are before a work
that has moral, not moralistic, implications. Hence, by evoking a toy of simple
manufacture the artist seems to chuckle at what we humans really are: the
most violent predators on Earth, so
violent that…

SONAJEROS
With the exception that the Sonajeros
series suggests one of the possible syntheses. This time, the title refers to the
primitive musical instrument tied to
ankles and fists which marks the steps
of a dancer. It also refers to the variation
used in cribs to entertain babies. The
shape of the object itself rules out the
first possibility; the second one implies
holding the object and manipulating it
to cause it to fulfill its function. It indeed emits sounds if we turn it slowly.
It gives nautical, refreshing, prolonged
sound. Although it may not seem as
such at a first glance, we find ourselves
before a musical instrument, charac- C A R B O N O 1 4
terized by the pleasant and soporific …we are destroying the planet that
murmur it emits.
shelters and sustains us. This is what
Carbono 14 proposes in a series that
But it so happens that we are able to combines painting and sculpture
distinguish from afar that each So- arranged in absolutely free-form insnajero is an impressive line of human tallations. Each set’s composition and
skulls. In reality, what we first notice is size could be almost anything. Giant
the arrangement of the skulls; then we ants, many ants, appear to be moving
discover that we are before a musical around the soffit and walls of the exhiinstrument that may be played. Playing bition room, moving away from squait, an action that entails an unhurried res that are like floor fragments studded
and soft, fluctuating movement, is with ash and charcoal and ominous fire
equivalent to playing with death, lea- marks.

Looking at Carbono 14
we could actually talk of
earth that has been swept
away. The idea is condensed in abstract paintings
which—because of their
rich textures and restrained colors—we could associate with the Catalan
informalism of the 50s.
But no, it is really about
something else. Gómezbarros imagines, augurs
and represents a shattered world where only the
most reticent of insects
would survive. The connotation is simple; the
preparation,
complex.
The work is a warning, a
discordant scream, perhaps an exorcism to prevent anything of what has
been augured from happening.

and primitive it is, the less
capacity it has to destroy
and the less it will contribute towards generalized
pollution. In his latest
series, Gómezbarros has
created a metaphor based
on carbon- 14—in other
words, the “radioactive
yardstick” which measures with a certain degree of accuracy the age
of centuries-old objects.
A marginal, but pertinent, reflection: Could it
be that, due precisely to
the fact that he lacks sophisticated technologies,
primitive man is predestined to be the only one
capable of surviving the
catastrophe augured and
the one to repopulate the
Earth with his
scarce resources?

In an era of globalization, destructions are not
partial but global. We all
participate in them. The
more sophisticated
and technological a society may be, the more
aggressive it becomes and
the more poison it belches out into the atmosphere. The more basic

In the three series exhibited, Gómezbarros makes
usweigh the end of the
world from two different
hypotheses: a war-related
ending on the one hand,
an ecological catastrophe
on the other. In both cases, once the radioactive
or poisonous haze that
would wipe out a high

percentage of living beings disappears, the planet would return to the
scenario it knew half a
million years ago, the
basic and primitive stage which carbon-14 tests
have reliably established.
With the only exception
that the scenario then
was the result of the path
carved in living life, whereas the new circumstances Rafael Gómezbarros
suggests to us would be,
on the contrary, the bitter
result of death. Hence the
continuous spinning of
certain skulls around the
circle traced in their never-ending orbit. Let us
repeat, hen, the question
which the artist has posed: Destruction, or cultural change? As is reasonable, the answer is not
to be found in the works
exhibited, but
rather within ourselves.
The works only invite us
to meditate about the future, which is quite a lot
in itself.
Alvaro Medina
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Bogota, lugar donde vive y trabaja.
Cursó sus estudios de Artes Plástica en la Universidad Jorge
Tadeo Lozano. Los proyectos desarrollados por Gomezbarros
revelan su particular inquietud en cierta manera a la
situación política en Colombia, al tiempo que cuestiona la
realidad en la tensión que hay entre lo individual y lo social,
el deseo y la realidad, la identidad y el anonimato.
Sus obras e intervenciones escultóricas como Casa Tomada;
Somos , hace referencia a la violencia como agente y
sistema que, universalmente, coacciona en el tejido social;
en Sonajeros y Urnas, obras que están fuertemente asociada
con la naturaleza de la mente, la fragilidad de la vida y la
resistencia a la muerte, su interés por lo ritual y lo repetitivo,
lo llevan a tener una producción en serie.

Bogota, where he lives and works.
He studied Plastic Arts at the Universidad Jorge Tadeo
Lozano. The projects developed by Gómezbarros reveal
particularly concerned in some way to the political situation
in Colombia, while questioning the reality that containment
between the individual and the social, desire and reality,
identity and anonymity.
His works and sculptural interventions as House Taken;
Us refers to the violence as agent and system universally,
coerced into the social fabric, in Rattles and Urns, works
that are strongly associated with the nature of the mind, the
fragility of life and resistance to death, his interest in ritual
and repetitive, leads him to have a production.
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